
COMMITTEE TO END HOMELESSNESS VICTORIA

Minutes of meeting Jan 11 at Our Place.
Present: Susan (ln chair),  Gail, David Tat, Jeanie,, Kim, Diana, Jo 
Anne, Joyanna, Doug, Terry and Bert and guest speaker Marcos 
Cheribino from the Existence Project.

1. Acknowledgement, by Jeanie, that we meet on the land of the 
Lkwungen people and are merely guests.

2. Marco Chiribino explained the Existence Project: A story project, 
designed to aid those with lived experience tell their stories with the 
goal of creating a book and/or film.  The aim is to give the homeless a 
voice, combat  stigmatization and encourage dialogue.Chiribino is 
looking for  sponsors (possibly St. Annes), and for space  (Anawim 
House?), and for volunteers, especially those with a story to tell.
Robyn Thomas, a film-maker, is on board.
Chiribino is going to the DSP meeting on Jan. 24th.  (Susan is our rep 
to the DSP).   Contact him at: marco@existenceproject.ca.

3. News from the Street:
a/ Diana reported that Focus Magazine,  Jan. issue, has an article by 
Alan Cassels that links the Fentanyl crisis to the drug industry which 
is heavily supported by the Liberal gov. and is profiting from 
addiction.  (Note: none of the 50 beds for recovering addicts which 
BC promised has yet become available!)

4/ POLICING POVERTY:
Kym: reported the Vic. police are asking City funding for two new 
cops to liaise with our ACT teams.  City council has discussed and 
will meet again Jan 26. General  comments that any spare money 
should go  towards housing or services but not to the police. Please 
send brief protests to Council or ask to speak at that meeting,  which 
starts at 7 pm. .
Note: Kym and others have made a number of complaints to the 
Police Complaints Office, with the help of the BCCLA.

5. CENTRAL CARE:



Residents, who have formed their own SIC society, have many issues 
which  they refer to as constant criminalization and cooption.  They 
say there  are no  lists of what can or cannot be done, and the 
Residential Tenancy Act does not seem  to apply.  So there are some 
guests allowed in, others not.  There are no washrooms that they can 
use, though each room has its own toilet.  (remember, Central  Care 
was planned for senior clients).  Meals are minimal and there are no 
activities. Showers are not cleaned often enough.  Rules  vary from 
floor to  floor and agreements between the Portland  Society and 
residents are not consistent.

AGREED:  That CETH should send in visitors and maybe alert the 
press to go and  see later.  Susan and Alison  will go.

6. FEB 8 MEETING at Our Place:  MP Murray Rankin  has to be in 
Ottawa. Alison to ask MLA Carole James to speak.

7. COALITION PAPER: GAIL introduced a new working paper on 
protocol and language for better inclusion and engagement of those 
with lived experience. Copies will be made available for  discussion at 
our next meeting.

8. EVENTS: JAN 21  SATURDAY, 1 PM IN CENTENNIAL SQUARE:
    RALLY AND MARCH in support of U.S. protesters to the
    inauguration of President  Donald Trump.  Pink pussy hats,
    banners, a Trump puppet and lots of noise.  JOIN US.

9.NEXT MEETING JAN. 18 AT SANDS, 7 PM.


